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Figure 1. An example of single detector channel ppp file.

The JDSU Swept Wavelength System (SWS) uses a four-state polarization controller to create four
polarization states. In Polarization Dependant Loss (PDL) mode, the system measures a device as a
function of wavelength for each polarization state. The SWS application software calculates the Mueller
coefficients from the four-state insertion loss and determines the PDL and the average, minimum and
maximum insertion loss over polarization.

With the latest SWS application software (version 4.2.2), the user has an extra option to save the raw
four-state insertion loss data into a .ppp file, providing a stand-alone application program that allows
the user to perform some post-data analysis including Transverse Electric/Transverse Magnetic
(TE/TM) loss, polarization dependent (PD) wavelength shift (PD Lamda) and polarization dependent
bandwidth (PD Bandwidth). This application note provides some examples of how to use .ppp files
with SWS.

Formatting a .ppp file

An example of a .ppp file with a single channel AWG is shown in figure 1. The columns of “ILS1, ILS2,
ILS3 and ILS4” represent the insertion loss corresponding to four-state polarization. The “005” means
the data saved as channel five with the SWS application software. In order to process the post data
analysis, the insertion loss data is saved as 3 pm wavelength resolution. A smoothing index with SWS
application software is not applied to this data file. In order to alleviate this problem, a section of
cable is added at the OTDR launch location (front end) and at the receive location (far end) of the link
under test.

 



An example of two-channel Device Under Test (DUT) .ppp file is shown in figure 2. These are saved
as channels five and six with the SWS application software.

Figure 2. An example of two detector channels ppp file.

TE/TM Loss of Single Channel AWG

From the TE/TM Loss application directory, click the file TETMapplication_Multiple.exe. The GUI in
figure 3 will appear. Type the total number of channels saved in the .ppp file and the channel to be
analyzed. Click the “Data_Load” button. Load the data file SingleCH_AWG.ppp.

Figure 3. GUI for TE/TM loss application
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After the data is loaded, use the left mouse button to zoom the area to be analyzed as shown in figure
4. Type the start and stop wavelengths for analysis. Select the insertion loss (IL) threshold used for
calculating the central wavelength (CW) and bandwidth (BW). Select the smoothing index used for
noise reduction. The definition of smoothing index is the same as the SWS application software. Click
the “Data_Analysis” button. It takes a few second to complete the calculation, depending on the
amount of data saved in the .ppp file.

Figure 4. Zoom the analyzed area and input the data analysis parameters

When the data analysis is completed, a file named SingleCH_AWG_1stCH_results.dat is saved. The file
contains the following information:

PDLamda = 10.29(pm)

PDBW =  3.333(pm)

Start Wavelength = 1552(nm)

Stop Wavelength = 1554.5(nm)

Threshold = 10(dB)

Smoothing Index =  0

Minimum insertion loss over polarization versus wavelength (Tmin)

Maximum insertion loss over polarization versus wavelength (Tmax)

PDL

TE/TM loss, which are:

Insertion loss versus wavelength corresponding to highest value of CW (TCWmax)

Insertion loss versus wavelength corresponding to lowest value of CW (TCWmin)



The wavelength resolution shown in the file is 0.3pm due to the interpolation of the 3pm data in the
original .ppp file.

Figure 5. Output file of the analyzed TE/TM Loss

In addition, the results are shown in three graphs. Figure 6 shows the analyzed insertion loss traces of
Tmin, Tmax, TCWmax and TCWmin. The traces can be zoomed by using the left mouse button.

Figure 6.TCWmax and TCWmin correspond to TE/TM Loss
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Figure 7.The zoomed TCWmax and TCWmin traces 

Figure 7 shows the zoomed TE/TM loss TCWmax (green) and TCWmin (magenta). We can see how
the two traces fall within the limits set by the Tmin (blue) and Tmax (red). It should be noted that the
two polarization states that generated the TCWmax and TCWmin are 180° apart on the Poincare
sphere, which is to be expected since waveguide device usually has the largest central wavelength
differences for the TE/TM modes.

Figures 8 and 9 show the polarization-dependent CW and BW across the Poincare sphere. By clicking
the          button, you can view the three dimensional plotting from any direction.

Figure 8.The polarization dependent CW across the Poincare sphere



Figure 9.The polarization dependent BW across the Poincare sphere

TE/TM Loss of Dual Channel DUT

From the TE/TM Loss application directory, click the file TETMapplication_Multiple.exe. The GUI in
figure 10 will appear. Type the total number of channels saved in the .ppp file and the channel to be
analyzed. Click the “Data_Load” button. Load the data file as “DualCH_DUT.ppp.”

Figure 10. GUI for TE/TM loss application
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After the data is loaded, use the left mouse button to zoom the area to be analyzed as shown in figure
11. Type the start and stop wavelengths for analysis. Select the IL threshold used for calculating the
central wavelength (CW) and bandwidth (BW). Select the smoothing index used for noise reduction.
As previously described, the definition of smoothing index is the same as the SWS application software.
Click the “Data_Analysis” button. Again, it takes a few seconds to complete the calculation, depending
on the amount of data saved in the .ppp file.

Figure 11. Zoom the analyzed area and input the data analysis parameters

When the data analysis is completed, a file named DualCH_DUT_2ndCH_results.dat is saved. The file
contains the following information:

PDLamda = 1.779(pm)

PDBW = 3.558(pm)

Start Wavelength = 1537.5(nm)

Stop Wavelength = 1538.4(nm)

Threshold = 10(dB)

Smoothing Index =  5

Minimum insertion loss over polarization versus wavelength (Tmin)

Maximum insertion loss over polarization versus wavelength (Tmax)

PDL

TE/TM loss, which are:

Insertion loss versus wavelength corresponding to highest value of CW (TCWmax)

Insertion loss versus wavelength corresponding to lowest value of CW (TCWmin)



Once again the wavelength resolution shown in the file is 0.3pm due to the interpolation of the 3pm
data in the original .ppp file.

Figure 12. Output file of the analyzed TE/TM Loss

In addition, the results are shown in three graphs. Figure 13 shows the analyzed insertion loss traces of
Tmin, Tmax, TCWmax and TCWmin. The traces can be zoomed by using the left mouse button.

Figure 13.TCWmax and TCWmin correspond to TE/TM Loss
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Figure 14.The zoomed TCWmax and TCWmin traces 

Figure 14 shows the zoomed TE/TM loss TCWmax (green) and TCWmin (magenta). We can see how
the two traces fall within the limits set by the Tmin (blue) and Tmax (red). It should be noted that the
two polarization states that generated the TCWmax and TCWmin are 180° apart on the Poincare
sphere, which is to be expected since waveguide device usually has the largest central wavelength
differences for the TE/TM modes.

Figure 15.The polarization dependent CW across the Poincare sphere



Figures 15 and 16 show the polarization-dependent CW and BW across the Poincare sphere. By
clicking the          button, you can view the three dimensional plotting from any direction.

Figure 16.The polarization dependent BW across the Poincare sphere
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